
An Agile Notebook
Stories, analogies and ramblings about all things Agile, 

leadership and everything in-between.



Intro
As the front page suggests this is a collection

of stories, analogies and ramblings. They probably won’t 

provide many new answers but I hope they make you

realise that you are not alone. We all have something

unique to bring to the table and have different stories

to share.


You are doing great work.


Enjoy and keep going….



The sprint is the

heart of the 

scrum, so why 

would you overload

it?
Building products at a sustainable pace is 

much like an endurance event.


Sustainable efforts range between 50-75% of our

maximum heart rate. For most of us, this is around

110-160 beats per minute.


Anything over and above can burn vital sugar stores, along 

with providing scary feedback to the brain about the current

effort, saying it’s not sustainable and you need to pull on the

hand break.


So next time you div into Sprint Planning and ramp up to 100%

because thats how capacity planning works…ask the team if they

think it is sustainable.



As a scrum 

master/agile coach 

being internally 

patient is key.

We all get frustrated at times, it’s natural.


Just keep in mind that when someone says, “I don’t have

the time to commit to this right now”, going on to say

that it will only take a few minutes isn’t helpful.


They aren’t saying that every moment of their day is packed,

but rather that they are currently overextended.


Boundaries and people’s tolerance for change is key.



A session in

performance, 

environment and

dependencies.
Running fitness classes as the nights draw

in is a challenge, especially on a new site.


I found that I was too focused on the lack of light and

not enough on the members. I tried different approaches

but it became clear that investment was needed.


One of the approaches was to nick some of the tennis club’s

floodlighting, A short term solution due to the lights being off

if no one was playing.


Incremental improvements followed each session.


Once the light was sorted and the dependencies removed my focus 

was back, and the customer had a better experience.


Create the environment for people to thrive and perform.


Eliminate the things that stop progress. 



How’s your cloud?
Now more than usual it’s 

important that we check in with

the team and asking the

following question can be a gentle

way of inviting someone to open up.


The question is “how’s your cloud?”


The idea is that we all have those days when we feel

like a little dark cloud is following us. Some days they

are massive, some days not so much and some days 

there are no clouds at all.


But asking the question is a gentle and subtle way of 

inviting someone to open up.


The beauty of this question is it’s simplicity and it can be done

wherever you are working from, either to an individual or to the

whole team.


So, how’s your cloud?



Some companies think the 

grass is greener even though

they would be better off 

watering the grass they have.



A few things from

my ‘“Agile Doesn’t

Care” talk.
I found that one company had 8,800 

people with Agile in their job title. Yet the 

process of opening a business bank is painful. 

What are all those people doing?


People want their problems solved. They don’t tend to care

too much how it’s done.


Agile on the whole doens’t inherently fail people.


Using the excuse of Agile failing you is a cop out. Agile doesn’t

care.


What can we do?

Throw out the corporate script

Clear some space

Start looking at the who

Bring it to life

Hold up the mirror to the decision makers



One of the biggest

mistakes is 

thinking your agile

coach or scrum

master is perfect.
I was caught out last night.


One of the members of the fitness company I’m involved with

caught me red handed. There I was walking out of a takeaway

with my little white bag in tow full of midweek naughtiness.


Not what they would expect from the person who dishes out

burpees and squats a few times a week.


The thing is that I’ve never claimed to be a fitness saint, but 

sometimes, it's assumed.


The same goes for agile coaches/scrum masters. Most of us don’t claim 

to know it all but sometimes it’s assumed.


None of us are perfect.

None of us have all of the answers.



Decision Latency, 

the boxer and the

Product Owner.
There is a reason Dillion Whyte wants

his shot at the WBC Heavywight Title. 

The interim title has less impact.


The same goes for Product Owners who have almost 

no actual decision making influence.


The proxy.

The interim.

The PO representative.


All roles that are almost there, but not quite.


In short.


Teams that can make decisions in less than an hour are successful 58%

of the time. If decisions take more than 5 hours the success rate drops

to 18%.


Source:

Decision Latency Theory



Remember what’s

in the box.
Thinking outside the box is vital, it’s 

how a lot of improvements are made. 

However, like everything, there is a 

balance to be had.


I got caught up in a bit of nostalgia last week 

watching Manchester United v Bayern Munich in the 

Champions League Final. The 1999 Champions League winning 

team played a system that is now considered somewhat old 

fashioned.


4 4 2.


This got me thinking… Is it ok to stay inside the box at times?


Some of the most successful banks with two guitars, a bass, a 

frontman/woman, a set of drums and that’s it. 


Some of the best teams I’ve seen have simply used the 3 roles, 5 events 

and 3 artefacts. They tackled the issues scrum will undoubtedly highlight 

instead of bolting on temporary solutions that put a plaster over the actual 

problem.


Thinking outside the box is the key to continuous improvements. Just don't 

forget what built the foundations. 



4 things that may 

help you as a scrum

team.
Commit to goals not story points.


Help to foster an environment in which the team pulls

in work as a collective, instead of debating individual

capacity.


Focus on execution instead of theory. It’s not always about

learning a lesson, it’s about practicing a lesson.


Question the framework constantly, just because it can be used 

doesn't mean it should.



A Scrum @ Scale

enthusiast, a SAFe

consultant and a 

LeSS practitioner 

walk into a bar.
What happened?


Well nothing really, they shared a packet of crisps and

had a decent conversation.


Because the thing is, if you do scrum. Amazing! 


SAFe - All the power to you.


If you love LeSS - Do you know what? I quite like it as well.


The point is that it doesn't really matter, as long as you are

doing the right thing for those in your organisation and those

you are trying to serve.


Experiment with the things that will best meet your goals until the 

tools become less important.



Facilitation can

sometimes be an

underrated skill.
If you are not th most comfortable 

in-front of people, that is ok.  Give 

yourself 5 minutes to gather your thoughts.


Establish yourself. This will come with confidence and may 

sound obvious but being able to hold the room will make the

process easier.


Begin with intent and purpose. This doesn’t have to be an 

ice-breaker that some may cringe at. It could be a simple 

expectation exercise. What do you want to get out of the session? 

What don’t you want out of the session? You can then look back on 

this when closing. It keeps you and the audience accountable.


Take them in a journey. What you are being asked to facilitate, a 

beginning, middle and an end can help highlight the progress made 

at each point.


It's ok not to have the answer. Don’t forget, you own the session, they own 

the content. Don’t beat yourself up. You are the facilitator.



Watch the

talk here

https://youtu.be/LXqoxIIA9dc




Saying no as a 

scrum master can

be hard, be patient

with yourself.

“As an Agile Coach I’m guessing setting us up

on *insert tool* is your sweet spot. Can I set up

an initial workshop so you can get us underway?”


Now in the past I would have just said yes to be helpful. To 

feel like I was adding value. To feel important.


This has caused me three problems:

1. The perception that I'm an expert in something I’m not

2. I become the point of contact for all things tool related

3. I’d be saying the tool in question is the answer


I could end up being the bottleneck. The excuse to hide behind.

Instead, I said I could offer my thoughts and help based on experience

where I can, but this tool is not my speciality.


With experience comes confidence. The confidence to say no comes with time.


Be patient with yourself.





Somewhere in the

Agile wilderness
Individual - “We need a technical

scrum master”

Me - “Ok, will you indulge me in a 

picture I want to paint for you?


So…You have 9 people in the development team, 

and they’re on the average salary for a software engineer in 

the UK which is £52,000, according to google. £468,000 a 

year! I’m fully aware money isn't everything but it does play 

a part. You recruited these people based on experience, talent 

and the way they performed during the interview process. 


A conductor probably doesn’t play every instrument but will unify

performers, set the tempo and execute clear preparation.


The ground crew at the airport may not be able to fly a plane but will

ensure the safe taxi of an aircraft to the terminal.


The captain of a ship may not have the skills to fix the engine but will

always  ensure the safety of the crew…And we could go on forever. 


Individual - “I'll go away and reflect on this”

Me - “Thats all I can ever ask for…



Thank you
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